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certain experts-and Mr Smythe is one of them-have amply proved. In his
latest collection of photographs he has confined himself to the Alps. Now
that War has, for a space, closed this mountaineering paradise, this book is
doubly welcome. Almost every picture has a splendid quality, requiring
only the author's own accompanying descriptions to complete the beauty.
Whether Mr Smythe chooses the dazzling Matterhorn, or a tree-flanked
road as a subject for his camera, his compositions delight the eye and
enchant the imagination.'

'Mountains in Colour' (1949); by C. Douglas Milner, in A] 57,423.
'F. S. Smythe's last book of photographs is his best. He has selected from
his large collection of fine colour transparencies some fifty-seven which
illustrate his wide-indeed incomparable-range of mountain experience.
The subjects are of the heights and the depths, from the almost mono
chromatic landscape of the high snows to the rich colour of autumn trees
in the hills of New England.... Altogether a very notable piece of craftsman
ship ... a book that is in every way a worthy memorial to its distinguished
author.'

Parque Nacional de 105 Glaciares,
Patagonia
Ben Campbell-Kelly

The Parque is one of the results of Argentina's far-sighted policies concerning
areas of great natural beauty. Situated at the S end of Patagonia, it encloses
a 200 km section of the Andean chain along the border with Chile and 2 of
Argentina's largest lakes. The principal attraction, the advancing glacier of
Perito Moreno, runs out of the Andes and into the Wend of Lago Argentino.
On the S side of the same lake is the main tourist town Calafate, which has a
population of 1000 and its own airport. Happily, these are far removed from
the FitzRoy massif which lies on the N side of Lago Viedma at the end of a
100 km branch road. Its very remoteness makes it little visited by tourists.
Indeed the 2500 km drive from Buenos Aires and the inhospitable weather
make this the least popular of all Argentina's National Parks. As an alterna
tive to the S-day drive it is also possible to fly to either Rio Gallegos or
Calafate and hire road transport from there.

There are a large number of uninspiring and inaccessible mountains which
have not been climbed and lie inside the park boundaries, but the true centre
piece of the park from a climber's point of view is the .FitzRoy and its satellites.
The terminus of the access road is the Park Ranger's house which lies to the
E of the mountains and is the starting poiI).t for the 3 approaches into the
different parts of the Massif. The Torre valley follows Rio FitzRoy up to the
glacier and so into the valley where one can approach the E faces of the Torres
and the W faces of the FitzRoy and Poincenot. The FitzRoy Cirque leads on
to the glaciers which give access to Poincenot, FitzRoy, Mermoz and Guillaumet.
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The most N valley is the Electrico which gives access to the N side of FitzRoy,
Mermoz, Guillaumet and the Pollone needles. From the Electrico valley it is
also possible to gain access to the Chilean ice-cap (Heilo Continental) which lies
to the W of the mountains and runs all the way to the Pacific ocean. The ice-cap
gives a route to the W faces of the Torres, Pier Giorgio and the many unclimbed
mountains of the ice-cap itself. The other access point on to the ice is via the
Rio Tunel some 20 km to the S of the Rio FitzRoy. Whichever of these 2
approaches is chosen involves a long glacier trek of at least 25 km to the Torres
and more to other objectives. Secure base camps to the FitzRoy massif can be
established inthe woods around Lago 'Torre for the Torres and FitzRoy West;
near-the-Rlo B1anco for FitzRoy E:i"St"1tlld at the Piedra del Fraile hur-for"'- ',
FitzRoy North. Situated in the forests, these positions are more or less sheltered
from the worst of the storms. Since good weather spells are often short it is
vital to be in a position to return to the mountain as fast as possible. There is
much to be said also for having an advanced base camp on the glacier where it
is possible to sit out short storms. In general the glaciers are relatively level and
safe although the same cannot be said of the snow-fields at the base of the
mountains which are heavily crevassed and cunstantly changing.

The mountains themselves are composed of a hard granite which is often
unnervingly blank. Cracks are more likely to be found on the Nand S sides
of the mountains since the strata appears to run in a N-S vertical plane.
Features on the E and W faces are flake systems or chimneys formed by
intrusions of basalt which may yield the only possible line in spite of being
dangerously loose. Ice and snow conditions vary enormously according to
the weather but it is well worth considering a longer snow and ice route as an
alternative to a rock route which could be slow and tedious. Given the rapidly
changing weather conditions, speed is at a premium and climbing plans should
be kept as flexible as possible. It is also worth noting that small teams of
perhaps 2 to 4 people have as good a record, if not a better one, than large
expeditions who become bogged down on more ambitious projects. Certainly
a large team does not guarantee success and when one considers that the
highest mountain, FitzRoy, is a mere 3400 m, such tactics are neither desir
able nor necessary. Obviously the difficulty of the mountains is a combination
of their own steepness and the prevailing weather conditions. Fine and cloudles~

days are a rarity, though one can reasonably expect at least one good spell
during a climbing season which lasts from October through until March. The
windy season encompasses spring, summer and autumn, so strong winds are
the norm and they inevitably come from the ice-cap bringing cold air and
cloud. The winter is reported to be relatively still but cold, with temperatures
of -20°C in the mountains which suggests a similarity to winter conditions in
the Alps or Norway. Maestri climbed on Cerro Torre for 50 continuous days
in winter and this must mean that the weather is far more stable at that time
of year. Access and travel in the range are probably a great deal easier and
safer using skis during the winter. The latitude of the FitzRoy massif is the
same as Paris (but in the southern hemisphere) and so one can expect the
same sort of daylight hours as in the Alps. According to the local estancia
owners the climate is becoming progressively drier each year and their land
is becoming less productive. This may well mean that the mountains are also
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79 Cerro Torre and satellites. This and next two photos: B. Campbell Kelly

80 The unclimbed N faces of Cui/lamet, Mermoz and FitzRoy
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receiving less rainfall than they once did. Photographs taken in the fifties
certainly show more ice on the mountains than appears in the seventies.

Given the facts that the area is relatively accessible by car (in spite of its
remoteness from centres of population) and is generally considered to be small
in mountaineering terms, it is surprisingly underdeveloped. There are no more
than 3 or 4 expeditions even in an active year and happily, climbers are now
coming in small and informal groups. The success rate is low because of the
intrinsic difficulties of the climbing and the weather which limits climbing
activity. A season here is likely to be a maturing experience and a trial of
patience; nevertheless the mountains are addictive and many climbers will
return here irrespective of the weather because of the ultimate challenge which
they offer.

An examination of the ascents listed below suggests 2 types of climb-those
made alpine style and those using heavyweight tactics involving fixed ropes,
considerable aid sections, etc. where more time was needed. The dividing line
is difficult to draw because many of the heavyweight trips culminated in an
alpine style dash for the summit from the end of their fixed ropes. The list is
probably incorrect in some cases and may weB be incomplete but gives an
indication of the state of affairs at the time of writing.

Firstly, around the FitzRoy cirque in a S to N direction.

1972

1974

1962

1968

Italians, not known if repeated.
Anglo-US, climbed from Torre valley,

alpine.
Anglo-Irish, from E unrepeated.
Argentinians, from W, unrepeated, alpine
French, E face, unrepeated.
Argentinians, Super Couloir, alpine style.

Possibly repeated-many attempts.
US, W Buttress. Alpine style, repeated by

Swiss team '75.
Anglo-US, between '64 and '68 routes,

unrepeated.
French, E Buttress, almost completed the

first real big-wall climb in the area.
1974 Argentinians.
1964 Argentinians. Repeated.
Not known when climbed.

1968
1974

1952
1964

FitzRoy

FitzRoy

FitzRoy
FitzRoy

Aiguille Poincenot

FitzRoy

Aiguille St. Exupery
Aiguille Raphael

Aiguille Mermoz
Aiguille Guillaumet
Cerro Electrico

Secondly, from the Torre valley in a S to N direction,

Cerro Grande
Cerro Adela
Cerro Torre

Cerro Torre

Cerro Torre
Torre Egger
Cerro Stanhardt

1958
1958
1959

1971

1974

Italians, not known if repeated.
Italians, repeated by Argentinians.
Italian-Austrian, N face alpine style,

unrepeated, Toni Egger killed on descent.
Italian, SE ridge many bolts, seiged,

unrepeated.
Italian, W face from the ice-cap.
Unclimbed.
Unclimbed.
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Aiguille Bifida
Quatro Dedos
Pier Giorgio
Cerro Polione
Aiguille de la Sella

1975

1962
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wiss, lower summit reached, alpine style.
Unclimbed group of spires.
Argentinians, not known if repeated.
Unclimbed.
One of a group of spires around the W face

of FitzRoy, none of which has been
climbed.

8/ FitzRoy from the W

On the ice-cap are a number of fine unclimbed peaks.
Ir is quite clear that the FitzRoy has attracted the greatest number of

successful ascents, which is probably because it has a number of possibilities
and lies in the rain shadow of the Torres and does have better weather than
the mountains which lie adjacent to the ice-cap.

The 3 Torres all display spectacular mushrooms of ice caused by the pre
vailing winds. In stormy weather it is impossible to climb and when the sun
comes out there is a constant bombardment of ice and water down the walls.
The Torres are one of the most formidable mountaineering problems in the
world and, without prejudice, it is difficult to foresee the day when any of
them will be 'an easy day for a lady.'

References used: 'Alpine Journal', 'Mountain Craft', 'Mountain' and 'A
Patagonian Handbook' (a private publication available from the author of this
article; address 22 Swinbourne Grove, Manchester 120 9PP. Price, 75p plus
postage).
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